
The Leading Push-to-Talk App
     Zello is the highest rated push-to-talk app, connecting 150 Million users globally,
empowering frontline workers, teams, and communities through instant and crystal-clear 
                                                voice messaging.

https://www.zello.com/



Zello Push-to-Talk (PTT) Mobile App
Talk in real-time to individuals and groups anywhere in the world with the best Push-to-Talk app around.

Communicate with ease

1. Tap on a contact or channel
2. Press and hold the big PTT (Push-to-Talk) button
3. Start talking
4. Release the PTT button when you’re done

Listen to recentmessages

Display your most recent messages and alerts from contacts and channels

Tapping on a recent brings up Talk screen

Flexible Channels

1:1 communication allows for direct communication 
between employees
Use Ad-Hoc channels for quick communication between 
groups
Set up permanent channels for frequent team 
communication

Replay missed messages

Zello stores recent and missed messages and alerts 
on your device

Use the History button, which is on every screen, to retrieve 
and replay anything, anytime
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Dispatch Hub
Efficient and Fast Dispatch Communications Leave Radios, Texting, and Phone Calls in the Dust

Send alerts to individuals or groups

Send alerts, with optional text messages attached

Recipients get a sonic or vibrating notification until they respond or clear the alert

Update your status

Set and display your message and work status
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Available
Hear messages in real time from 

all contacts and channels.

Solo
Focused on one contact or group. 

Other messages go to History.

Busy
Don’t want to be interrupted. 

Messages go to History.

Offline
Messages go to History and can be 

replayed up to 7 days later.

Desktop Dispatch App

Select a dispatch channel and visualize a shared queue of incoming 

calls that you can respond to, replay, or discard. You’ll always know 

who messaged you when, and what’s next on your list.

Pick a specific driver to talk back to, without talking over other 

drivers or causing extra chatter on the channel.

Send an alert to all drivers at once right from the app with the broadcast 

message feature.

Replay any incoming message whenever you want, and never miss a call.

Auto-close idle calls so they don’t crowd incoming calls and can get to 

available dispatchers faster.

Available on Windows and Mac



Central Management Console
Manage users, channels, and settings from the web

Dispatch Channels

Dispatch Channels are a new kind of Zello Work channels for 
use with Dispatch Hub.

Using the same mobile app, drivers call into a Zello Work channel in 
the Dispatch Hub to reach any dispatcher.

Drivers won’t hear other drivers, but dispatchers will hear all drivers.

Customize your Zello setup

Add, remove, and edit users at any time

Control over 30 settings for every device instantly

View the live location of each user in your network

Mute entire channels or users directly from the web.

For Drivers: the Mobile or Tablet Apps

Send calls to the dispatch center with a push-to-talk button.

Any dispatcher can take the call, and the app will let you know 
by showing you the message “Call Received”.

Receive a response from the first available dispatcher. Rest assured 
knowing you will always receive a response.

Carry on without noise from other drivers and dispatchers.

Locate Drivers with Maps

Locate drivers from your contact list in realtime.

Start calls with drivers directly from map.

Supported by Google Maps and includes live traffic updates.
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Premium Zello Features
Add extra functionality to Zello, like location tracking, panic buttons, and more

Edit user privileges and roles

Determine who, if anyone, can:

1. Speak to anyone in the channel
2. Speak to particular roles in the channel
3. Listen only
4. Disconnect from a channel at will
5. Send channel alerts

Premium Maps

Know where your users are and where they’ve been

See Zello users on a map

Track their location and movements, anywhere in the world

Click on a user’s name to see where they are

Any scale, from national to job site
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Create all the channels you need

Assign as many team members to a channel as you like

Zello supports up to 6,000 active participants per channel

Create unlimited channels

Team Channels for communicating by group or location

Hidden Channels for private, one-on-one conversations

Dynamic Channels for groups not in constant contact

Ad Hoc Channels for all your other unique business needs

Use flexible channel types



Message Vault

Your Zello database of record, in the cloud or on your hardware

Store and retrieve all messages, alerts, and photos

Review any conversation or content, from any user or channel

Export audio files and transfer Message Vault content to other platforms
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Keep team members safe with a reliable emergency button

Workers in distress quickly alert their teams

Send audio and location with high priority to an emergency channel 

Protect employees in the event of natural disasters, injuries, and accidents

Give peace of mind to everyone, especially remote workers, lone workers, 

and drivers

Emergency Alerts

Dispatch Hub

Team Channels for communicating by group or location

Hidden Channels for private, one-on-one conversations

Dynamic Channels for groups not in constant contact

Ad Hoc Channels for all your other unique business needs

Zello Enterprise Server
License Zello Work for your local environment

Works on Isolated Networks

Zello Work on-premise server solution operates even when 

Internet access is unavailable or unreliable. Zello with local 

intranet works well anywhere from an isolated warehouse 

to the outskirts of the city.
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The Same Zello

Zello Work server uses the same software installed on our

massive server farm supporting millions of users. You can

try a hosted ten user Zello network for free for 30 days.

License Purchase

You pay one-time fee for the server software license that 

you own forever. Pricing starts at $10,000 and includes the 

first year of support and software upgrades.

Keep Total Control

Deployed on your hardware in your network, Zello Work 

Server is under your complete control. The software uses 

an image that works in most virtual machine environments.

User scenarios for zello

Transport

Zello: Push-to-Talk App for Transportation Teams

From drivers to dispatchers to shift supervisors, logistics and transportation 

teams collaborate better using Zello Push-to-Talk.

 

Drivers and dispatchers need the right communication tool for successful pickup and delivery. Zello’s push-to-talk app for 

transportation teams runs alongside dispatch software on both desktop and mobile, so your team connects at the simple push 

of a button. With a push to talk communication tool designed for drivers and dispatchers, your logistics team can focus on 

improving on-time delivery and turnaround rates.
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Zello: Push-to-Talk App for Construction Teams

From field workers to drivers to dispatch supervisors, construction 

teams communicate more efficiently using Zello.

 

Construction workers complete projects on-time and under budget when they communicate effectively. They can’t be distracted 

by complicated apps while on noisy job sites and roads. Zello is the answer: an easy-to-use push-to-talk app integrated with 

rugged devices and web-based administrative control.

           Communicate Globally

Remove obstacles like interference and 

distance – no need for expensive radio 

             towers and wiring.

           Choose Accessories

  Communicate in noisy environments 

with easy-to-use PTT accessories from 

   Honeywell, Sonim, Telo, and more.

            Solve Problems

 Quickly resolve truck breakdowns, 

locked customer gates, or unknown 

             driver locations.

           Communicate Anywhere

      Unlimited range provides global 

communication – distance between team 

     members is no longer an obstacle.

                  Choose Hardware

 Modernize your construction communication 

with Zello & hardware partners like Honeywell, 

                     Sonim & Telo.

                 Boost Efficiency

Ensure workers have the latest information 

for their job sites and routes – never miss 

     an important live voice transmission.

Construction

Hospitality
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Zello: Push-to-Talk App for Hospitality Teams

From front desk to housekeeping to maintenance, hospitality teams 

collaborate better using Zello.

Zello: Push-to-Talk App for Manufacturing Teams

No matter where you are in the supply chain, manufacturing and 

distribution teams collaborate better using Zello.

Manufacturing

Instant, reliable communication is essential to providing guests with the best possible experience. A modern push-to-talk app 

like Zello runs alongside of task management software, like HotSOS and Alice, minimizing devices and cutting communication 

costs. Take your hotel’s efficiency and guest response time to the next level with the leading hospitality push-to-talk app.

Lean manufacturing doesn’t stop with processes. Better communication streamlines manufacturing and is imperative for effective 

supply chain management. Zello is a push-to-talk app that brings efficient communication to all manufacturing teams, so you 

can increase efficiency and decrease costs. With Zello, workers won't be distracted by complicated navigation menus while on 

the production floor.

             Adopt with Ease

Staff with any technical background 

    can easily use Zello's intuitive 

           push-to-talk screen.

                  Boost Productivity

    Respond to guest requests quickly and 

  reliably – staff never miss a message with 

       Zello's message playback function.

                 Appear Professional

      Hotel staff communicate discreetly in 

front of guests with easy-to-use accessories, 

     like bluetooth headsets and earpieces.
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         Communicate Globally

 Workers talk like they’re in the same 

room – instantly exchange information 

  for quick production & distribution.

                Choose Hardware

 Modernize your supply chain communication 

with Zello & hardware partners like Honeywell, 

                  Sonim, & Telo.

                Boost Production

Initiate & respond to requests quickly and 

  reliably when obstacles arise – reduce 

           production line downtime.

Retail

Zello: Push-to-Talk App for Retail Teams

From inventory to storefront to sales floor, retail teams collaborate 

better using Zello.

Retail staff are always on the go, so they need instant, reliable communication. But bulky, outdated radios don’t cut it, especially 

when staff already carry devices to scan items or check inventory. A modern push-to-talk app like Zello immediately cuts your 

communication costs and connects your staff, so they can focus on customer service. From warehouse employees and back 

office management to in-store sales associates, retail communication has never been so efficient.

            Communicate Globally

  Unlimited range and better connection 

lets you manage onsite while you’re offsite.

             Boost Productivity

Know exactly who is talking, limit worker 

  downtime, and never miss a live voice 

                 transmission.

              Appear Professional

Sales associates communicate discreetly 

    in front of guests with easy-to-use 

accessories, like headsets and earpieces.

First Responders
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Zello for Talkpod Quick Start Guide

    The Zello Android app support network radios like the 

                        Talkpod N50 and N59

N50 N59

             Emergency dispatch software for organizations primarily 

      focused on responding in emergency situations, like police and fire 

                   departments, emergency medical services, etc.

Enterprise-grade push-to-talk solution available worldwide on 

                 iOS and Android in 22 languages

              Includes free access to Zello Work, dedicated customer support, and 

                                             all premium features

   Unlimited users and/or LMR gateways to fit any size organization 

(LMR gateway configuration assistance provided by gateway vendors)

Robust solutions for demanding organizations
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Beginning with version 4.08, the Zello Android app will support screenless network radios 

like the Talkpod N50 shown below: 

To set up and configure Zello for the Talkpod N50 follow these steps.

Step1. Installing the Zello app and configuring an account

Step2. Creating channels and contacts for the selector knob

Since the device doesn't have a screen, you'll need to use a computer to configure it.

1. Download an Android remote control application to your computer. For example, Vysor is one such app that 

works on both Mac and Windows PCs. NOTE: Zello is not affiliated with, or endorsing, Vysor

2. Connect the Talkpod to your computer using a USB cable

3. Use Vysor to configure the device and install Zello from Google Play or the Zello website.

For the free app, use steps in the Android User's Guide to add the channels and contacts that you will map to the selector 

knob. Up to 99 channels and contacts combined can be mapped. It's helpful to name your channels and contacts by adding 

a two-digit numercial prefix indicating it's position on the knob before you begin mapping to the radio. As an example, "01 

Station HQ" would be the first knob selection, while "02 EMS" would be the second knob selection. You will need to use 

these names during the mapping task below.

If mapping to ZelloWork channels and contacts, note that those display names are created and managed centrally in the 

ZelloWork Admin Management Console. The Admin for your network should use the Management Console to create channels 

and contact usernames with the same two-digit prefix naming convention as the free app.

Mapping the push-to-talk button and secondary buttons

For the free app, use steps in the Android User's Guide to add the channels and contacts that you will map to the selector 

knob. Up to 99 channels and contacts combined can be mapped. It's helpful to name your channels and contacts by adding 

a two-digit numercial prefix indicating it's position on the knob before you begin mapping to the radio. As an example, "01 

Station HQ" would be the first knob selection, while "02 EMS" would be the second knob selection. You will need to use 

these names during the mapping task below.

If mapping to ZelloWork channels and contacts, note that those display names are created and managed centrally in the 

ZelloWork Admin Management Console. The Admin for your network should use the Management Console to create channels 

and contact usernames with the same two-digit prefix naming convention as the free app.
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Step4. Mapping Zello channels and contacts to the Talkpod channel knob

The Talkpod N50 radio includes a knob (with no stop or markings) that allows you to switch through channels. To map Zello 

channels to channel numbers on the Talkpod N50, do the following from the Zello app:

1. Select Channels and then click on the channel that you want to map. The talk screen for this channel will display. If your 

channel already has a two-digit prefix in its name to indicator knob position, skip to step 4. Otherwise, continue with steps 

2 and 3

2. From the talk screen, click on the arrow down icon, then select Rename channel

3. Change the channel name, mapping it to the appropriate knob position. For example, if you have a channel named 

"CB Friends", rename it to "13 CB Friends" so it will be mapped to knob position 13. For channels with numbers under 10 

use a leading zero (i.e. "01", "02" etc). You can map up to 99 channels and contacts combined

4. Exit the channel talk screen and then rotate the knob to test your changes. When the channel is selected, its name will be 

announced using text-to-speech. The channels are switched in their numerical order. For example if you have channels 01, 

07 and 13 assigned, rotating the knob will make channels switch in the following order: 01 -> 07 -> 13 -> 01 -> 07, etc.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for all of the channels and contacts that you need to map. However, for contacts, instead of selecting 

Channels in step 1, you would select Contacts and then select and rename the contacts you want to map. Be careful to use 

unique prefixes for different channels and contacts. 



About Talkpod
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Factory Overview

Talkpod Technology obtained 

ISO9001:2015 system certification. 

6,000㎡ headquarters and factory 

are located in Quanzhou, China. 

29 years of experience in R&D 

and production of radios

Technology Center

Talkpod R&D center is located in Shenzhen. 

It is a R&D team of more than 20 people and 

has obtained more than 40 patents. 

15% of the annual income is invested as 

R&D funds.
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Young Management

Development History

Contact Information

2012 2015 2019

2012 2013 2016 2020
Quanshun factory LMR Series Released POC Series Released What’s New?

Talkpod founded DMR Series Released Smart Series Released

Shenzhen Talkpod Technology Co., Ltd.    

Talkpod Technology Co., Ltd. | Quanshun Group

Factory and Sales Department Address: Talkpod Bldg., 

Daxiamei, Nan'an, Quanzhou, Fujian, China 362302

Development and Domestic Business Department: 

4#419 Saige Tech. Park, Zhenxing Road, Futian District, 

Shenzhen, China

p：+86 595 8675 5555       f： +86 595 8675 8299  

c：+86 153 7576 3355       e： info@talkpod.com

w： www.talkpod.com


